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NOW that the study of our minor domestic architecture is

receiving attention appropriate to its interest and significance,

and an archaeology of building construction is coming to be
recognized, two notable facts are emerging. One is that the
chronology of carpentry, as traceable in framed buildings, and in

the roofs of stone ones, extends much further back, and upon a
much more considerable scale than at one time seemed likely. The
other is that quite ordinary-looking farmhouses and cottages, often

ostensibly modern, prove on close inspection to be buildings of

historical and archaeological importance.
The modern investigator, where he can combine technical know-

ledge with an archaeological approach, frequently brings such
examples to light and the results of his labours appear from time to

time in the periodical antiquarian press.

Even in the absence of stylistic criteria such as mouldings,
carving, and window and doorway details normally evident in

stonework, it is becoming possible to recognize a sequence for

carpentry based upon technical development.
Certain particular features are found to occur with some regularity

in demonstrably early buildings, that is, buildings which are early

by present-day standards and may be deemed to belong to the first

quarter of the fourteenth century or even to some indefinite date in

the thirteenth. These particular features may be listed as follows:

—

1. Timbers with a near-equal ratio of breadth to depth—square
in section.

2. Straight triangulation braces instead of the normal curved
form.

3. Aisled or quasi-aisled construction.

4. Duplicated triangulation braces, especially between tiebeam
and main post, or in the arcades of aisled structures.

5. Long diagonal 'scissors' braces reaching from above collar

level to below the tiebeam and engaging rafter, collar,

tiebeam and post in that order as they descend.

6. The complete absence in some roofs of a collar purlin, or

indeed of any kind of longitudinal tie.

A list of typical examples, each of which embodies two or more of

the special features, is given below, and all, it will be noted, are in the
tradition of Lowland England. Dates of construction which have
been suggested for these buildings are also given, and whereas a few
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of these are fairly well authenticated, it is more than likely that

others are perhaps too conservative and may eventually need to be

revised.

1

.

The Old Deanery, Salisbury

2. St. Mary's Hospital, Chichester

3. Chennells Brook Farm, Horsham ...

4. Manor Farm, Wasperton, Warwicks

5. Fyfield Hall, Essex

6. Barn at Cressing Temple, Essex . .

.

7. Edgar's Farm, Stowmarket, Suffolk

1258-1277. 1

1280 or earlier. 2

Late 13th century. 3

Early 14th century. 4

Early 14th century, s

Early 14th century.

Early 14th century. 6

In Old Court Cottage, Limpsfield, all six of these early features

are found together and are here illustrated, either in the plan (Fig. 1)

PLAN

Fig. 1.

—

Old Court Cottage, Limpsfield. Plan.

or in the longitudinal and cross sections (Figs. 2 and 3). Even so, any
estimate of its date will have more than special reference to the

1 Todd, Dorothy, Transactions of the Ancient Monuments Society, XII (1964),

33.
2 Godfrey, W. H., Sussex A.C., XCVII (1959), 134.
3 Mason, R. T., Sussex A.C., CI (1963), 40.
4 Jones, S. R., and Smith, J. T., Transactions of the Birmingham Arch&ological

Society, LXXVI (1958), 19.
5 Smith, J. T., Arch. J., CXII (1955), 92.
6 Smith, J. T., Proceedings of the Suffolk Institute of Archeology, XXVIII

0958), 54.
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sculptured foliage of the two pier caps illustrated in Plates V(a) and
V(6), which the consensus of informed opinion places in the second

half of the thirteenth century, and in the process, certain factors

have to be borne in mind. In translating medieval carving from

stonework to wood, some of its freedom and vigour are inevitably

lost and the manifest degree of artistic or manual skill varies greatly

LONGITUDINAL SECTION

Fig. 2.

—

Old Court Cottage, Limpsfield. Section.

with the quality of the building being considered. Also, survivals of

wood carving from the thirteenth and early fourteenth centuries are

few, and authentically dated examples fewer still, so that facilities

for comparison are not so readily available as they are in the study

of stonework. Surviving wood mouldings of this period compare
very favourably with their equivalent in stone, but what the position

was in relation to foliage carving is perhaps an open question. It has

to be borne in mind that this was a period second to none in high

relief carving and the Early English foliage is often almost

completely detached from its background. It is likely that if this

sort of thing could have been attempted in wood, then survivals

would be available to prove it. Therefore, it might be wise to

envisage a continuation of the low relief school of foliage sculpture

so far as wood is concerned, having its origins in the latest phase of

the Romanesque about the middle of the twelfth century. It will,

perhaps, be conceded that these capitals have very little in common
with Early English 'stiff leaf and perhaps also that if they have an

affinity with anything familiar in stonework, it is the final phase of

transitional work of the late twelfth century. Nevertheless, as

matters stand, it has to be admitted that had these capitals by some
unfortunate accident not survived, there would have been no
hesitation in arriving at a thirteenth-century date for this building,
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SECTION -A SECTION -B

SECTION - C SECTION • D

Fig. 3.

—

Old Court Cottage, Limpsfield. Sections.

and that date would have been based upon the structural features
listed above. It is a question, therefore, as to whether Old Court
Cottage presents a case for the revision of interpretations now
generally accepted.

Stylistic dating derives its authority from comparison with well-
documented parallel examples and the very rarity of such work as
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this makes the hope for verification a forlorn one. The dating of

framed buildings is hampered generally by a lack of ornamentation.

It is ironical that when ornament, and of this quality, is found, it

should only add to the difficulty.

The following, are considerations upon which a date towards the

end of the twelfth century might be based. Against this has to be
set the marked reluctance, even among the knowledgeable, to place

wooden ornamentation in the period to which it ostensibly belongs,

an attitude which presupposes that carpenters and masons were
separated by some 50 years or more of artistic development, even
though working side by side on the same structure.

1. The characteristic spiralled form of the outer foliage may
perhaps be identified as a residual volute and therefore

of Romanesque origin.

2. The tripartite symmetrical arrangement of the three

components visible at any one side of the capital is

common in trans-Norman work, but very rare in Early

English.

CAPITALS
3 6 9 12 INCHES

Fig. 4.

—

Old Court Cottage, Limpsfield. Pier Capitals (Restored).
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3. The peculiar 'folded' component in capital 'X' (Fig. 4) may
be a derivative from the acanthus leaf.

4. The central trefoil on capital 'Y' (Fig. 4) has the deeply

indented midrib which is a marked feature of Romanesque
foliage right through the eleventh and twelfth centuries.

5. The 'mouldings' (if they may be so called) of the abaci are

Norman rather than Early English. Fairly successful

attempts were made to produce the thirteenth-century

undercut mouldings in oak, even by local carpenters as

at Chennells Brook Farm at Horsham, and something
along the same lines would certainly not have defeated

the carpenter who produced the remainder of this

ornament.

6. In the upper part of the capital the rim of the 'bell' is produced
in circular form, clearly defined between the 'volutes.' In

these piers there is therefore a transition from an
octagonal shaft to a square abacus by way of a circular

bell capital. Much the same treatment is given to the

well-known wooden capitals in Addisham Church, Kent,

(Plates VI (a) and VI (b) ).
7 The production of the rim of

the 'bell' is also seen in the stone example from Broadwater
Church, Sussex (Plate IV(6)), which dates from circa 1190.

7. It is generally agreed that the square abacus gave way to

round with the arrival of the Early English style. It

certainly became very rare.

8. The difference in sculptural treatment of two otherwise

identical pillars is perhaps a Romanesque characteristic

too well known to need stressing in this context.

Whatever its true age may be, the house was originally constructed

as an aisled hall of two bays, having the two ornamental pillars as a

part of its centre truss. There was a small northward continuation

of about five feet, or perhaps more, apparently partitioned off from
the hall. Aisled houses in South-east England commonly have a

small bay, generally of about seven feet in length at the lower end
of the hall, as at Chennells Brook Farm, Horsham, and Homewood
House, Bolney. 8 In this case, however, it is not absolutely certain

that the present north wall marks the original end of the building. 9

It is also equally uncertain as to what, if anything, originally

existed beyond the south end of the hall. The present structure

there—a crosswing of two bays—is later work, and plaster grooves

in the tiebeams and rafters of the hall roof clearly show that the hall

7 The detail of the panelling to which these wooden pillars are attached is

definitely Early English, but the whole appears to have been reconstructed

—

perhaps more than once—so that the capitals may, perhaps, be somewhat
earlier than the remainder.

8 Mason, R. T., Sussex A.C, XCV (1957), 85.
9 Further investigation suggests that the arcading (and therefore the aisling)

extended beyond the northern end of the hall for at least one further bay.
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was partitioned off from whatever may have lain beyond its north
and south ends.

The original hall was large by local standards having two equal
bays of about sixteen feet each and a probable overall width of

something like twenty-seven feet. At a date, perhaps not later than
1400, the design of the hall was radically changed.
The side walls were moved inwards to within about eighteen

inches of the line of the arcades, virtually doing away with the
aisles. A cross passage was formed in the north bay of the hall by
means of a beam set under the arcade posts which were cut off to

about 6 ft. 6 ins. above floor level and by means of an inserted

partition extending from floor level to ridge which, among other
features, had two equilateral-arched doorways in wood. (Cross

Section 'C,' Fig. 3.) At the same time, presumably, a floor in two
sections was inserted in this shortened bay and the north wall jettied

at first floor level. A girder beam supports this, inserted at approxi-
mately the northern termination of the ancient hall.

Anyone familiar with the typical south-eastern medieval house,

comprising an open hall of two bays with two-storied accommodation
at one or both ends, will see at once that this particular hall was thus
made to conform to an established local tradition, and so one may
reasonably infer that when the house was first built that tradition

itself was different and the alterations were made to suit a changing
way of life.

The moving inwards of the outer walls suggests that these were
advanced in decay at the time, and this seems hardly likely if they
had been standing for a mere hundred years or so. A date in the

second half of the fourteenth century is suggested for this work
because it is clear from other Wealden houses that the extra space
afforded by aisles was needed less and less during the course of the

fourteenth century and not at all after about 1400. 10 Upon the other

hand, the pointed service doorways are of a type in constant use

from about 1300 to 1430 or thereabouts. There are, furthermore,

other instances of aisles being demolished before the close of the

'open hall' period. The house, thus altered, became superficially

indistinguishable from hundreds of others of the fourteenth and
fifteenth centuries in the Weald.
The only other major changes were the construction of a two-

storied crosswing at the south end during the sixteenth century, the

flooring over of the hall, the building in of the great central chimney
and at the same time or a little later the construction of another

large chimney at the north-east corner. All that is left, therefore, of

the original building is the two remarkable posts of the hall and its

arcade plates and splendid roof, all heavily sooted and in fine

condition, whereas the much later roof over the crosswing has had
to be reconstructed in recent times.

The principal entry has persisted (as doorways often do) in its

medieval location in spite of the complete reconstruction of the whole

10 Mason, R. T., Framed Buildings of the Weald (1964), 20.
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of the ground floor storey in brickwork of various periods. Certainly

this is the position it occupied after the formation of the cross-

passage.

Other alterations not so noticeable are the moving inwards of the

tiebeams and rafter-couples at each end of the hall and the removal
of the 'dragon ties' from the salient angles between arcade plate and
tiebeam. The evidence of their removal remains in the vacant
mortices and halvings still visible in adjacent timbers.

Nowadays, when old houses newly renovated have manorial
status conferred upon them with little restraint and even less

foundation, a name like 'Old Court Cottage' is immediately suspect.

Yet it is stated to have been in use as long as 50 or 60 years ago
when the house was a row of cottages, and it is, therefore, almost
certainly ancient. Having regard to the pristine quality of the

building, it seems by no means fantastic to suggest that it may be
original Court Lodge of the manor of Limpsfield, and, therefore,

the property of Battle Abbey. Mrs. Percy of Limpsfield, who first

recognised the archaeological importance of the house, has collected

a great deal of manorial history, much of it from primary sources,

and certain of the interesting and perhaps relevant information she

provides relates to the erection of 'New Hall' close by in the third

quarter of the sixteenth century. The nearby church and Lodge
Farm a short distance to the north seem to indicate a feudal centre

somewhere in the immediate neighbourhood.

I am grateful to Mrs. Percy for drawing my attention to this building; to
Mr. and Mrs. Wall for allowing access very willingly at all times and to Mr.
G. A. Packer for making the survey and preparing the plans and sections.

The following key will help to clarify the various phases of the work as
depicted in the line drawings :

—

Heavy black lines and areas indicate cross sections and elevations of

original timbers.

Hatched areas and lighter lines indicate later work.
Tudor and later features are drawn in faintly to avoid confusion with

original work.
Broken lines show, in all cases, inferred timbers or other features for which

definite evidence remains.



PLATE IV

[Photo: Michael Wall,

{a) Old Court Cottage, Limpsi-teld. East Side.

(b) Old Court Cottage, Limpsfield.

Capital in Broadwater Church, Sussex. Circa 1190.
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